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SUMMARY: The Act creates a scholarship for students with disabilities who are dissatisfied with the services received in their resident public school. The amount of each scholarship depends on the special needs matrix, which currently dictates funding for public schools. Scholarships are transferable and may be used at another public school within the resident system, a public school outside the resident system, a state school for the deaf or blind, or a private sectarian or non-sectarian school.

To qualify for a scholarship, a student’s parents must currently reside in Georgia and have been Georgia
residents for at least one year. Furthermore, the student must have one or more of the listed disabilities. The student must also have attended a Georgia public school that implements the child's Individualized Education Plan (IEP), for one school year. Moreover, accepting a scholarship requires waiving rights available under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 2007

History

School choice programs, once known as voucher programs, are government initiatives that allow "individual students and their parents to determine which school the student will attend and allocate[] a specific sum of money that can be used for part or full payment for the student to attend that school," instead of enrollment restricted by residency.¹

Early Ideas and Programs

In 1955, Milton Friedman, a free-market economist, theorized a voucher system for public education.² He proposed that education should not be the government’s monopoly.³ However, a completely free market would be risky because education is a public commodity, to which wealthy and poor alike should have access.⁴ Thus, he posited that the government should provide parents with funds to offset the cost of education.⁵ This system would force schools to compete for student enrollment, causing schools to either excel by
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1. RONNA GREFF SCHNEIDER, EDUCATION LAW § 1:30 (2006).
3. See id.
4. See id.
5. See id.
catering to student's needs or to go out of business by losing enrollment and funding. In short, vouchers would use competition and choice to create more successful and innovative schools than those created by a bureaucratic government monopoly.

Though Milton was the first academic to formalize this system, Maine and Vermont were actually the first states to adopt school choice programs out of necessity in the late 1800s. Beginning in 1869, Vermont allowed a school district to pay another school district or independent school to take its residents in lieu of opening and operating its own system. This was a financially attractive option because some school districts had a small number of sparsely dispersed students. In 1902, Vermont expanded the program to allow school districts to pay for students' out-of-state private tuition. Today, 95 out of 246 towns still pay tuition for some or all of their students to attend another public school, a non-sectarian private school, or an out-of-state school.

Similarly, in 1873, Maine passed the Free High School Act, a precursor to the present choice program. Since then, the Maine has allowed a school district to pay another school district or independent school to take its resident students in lieu of opening and operating its own school system. Students may choose public schools in other districts, private non-sectarian schools, or out-of-state schools, if their local district does not operate its own school, operates a school that has fewer than ten students, operates a school that offers insufficient courses (e.g., not enough foreign languages), or if the students live too far from the school.
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The Maine school choice system included sectarian schools until 1980 when Richard S. Cohen, Attorney General of Maine, issued an opinion advising the legislature that including sectarian schools within the school choice program violated the Establishment Clause of the United States Constitution. Consequently, in 1981 the legislature amended the school choice laws to comply with the Establishment Clause by excluding sectarian schools. In 2003, parents desiring to use vouchers at private sectarian schools challenged the law on grounds of Free Exercise and Equal Protection. The Supreme Court of the State of Maine upheld the exclusion of sectarian schools from the school choice program. In regard to Free Exercise, the court held that "[s]tates have some leeway to choose not to fund religious education even if a choice to fund religious education indirectly might not violate the Establishment Clause." Regarding Equal Protection, the court held that the "concern to avoid excessive entanglements provides a rational basis to maintain the funding limitation." Ultimately, "small towns in Vermont and Maine often found it less expensive to ship students to existing private academies rather than build public schools." Thus, school choice has been in practice for more than 100 years.

The Milwaukee Experience

Milwaukee was the first city to implement Friedman’s theory in an effort to fix educational woes. In 1989, Wisconsin created the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program (MPCP) in an attempt to
provide a "quality" education for every child. The MPCP allows students, under certain circumstances, to attend private schools within Milwaukee "at no charge." Participation is based on two factors: residency and income. First, the student must live in the city of Milwaukee. Second, the student must live in a household with an income equal to or less than 175% of the federal poverty level. Students may remain in the program so long as their household income is equal to or less than 220% of the federal poverty level.

Under this framework, 14,217 students attended 121 private schools through MPCP in January 2006. MPCP presently costs the state approximately $93,683,601 per year. To pay for such a widely-used and costly program, MPCP tried numerous funding structures before arriving at the configuration used today. Currently, the program receives 45% of its funding from a reduction in the Milwaukee Public School (MPS) budget and 55% from the state general-purpose revenue fund. MPCP seeks to benefit low-income students by offering them options. A consequence of having options is that parents have become more involved. MPCP has also forced schools to compete, which should theoretically create better schools. However, there is little concrete data on the quality of education that choice students receive, and the present data is inconsistent. Current data alternately shows that choice students are
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surpassing, doing the same as, or doing worse than their MPS counterparts. 35 Wisconsin has issued a five-year comprehensive comparison of MPCP and MPS students, which should give more conclusive results in 2011. 36

One problem with MPCP was the numerous unregulated “voucher-schools” which formed in the initial years of the program. For example, one school that was eventually shut down was opened by a convicted rapist. 37 Other schools were closed for reporting fictitious students, failing to get financial audits, unsafe conditions, and failure to provide instruction. 38 In addition, taxes in Milwaukee have increased to compensate funding both MPCP and MPS. 39 Thus, while the program has given benefits to many students, including unique instruction, extended hours, Saturday schooling, new curriculum, and individual attention, the program still has large problems to address, including ineffective schools, inconsistent results, and the increasing cost of education. 40
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Voucher Programs Policy Review

To date, school choice has been implemented in Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{41} The programs in these states differ in many ways.\textsuperscript{42} Regardless of the program's final specifications, all recent school choice programs spark similar policy debates, many of which were discussed in Georgia when SB 10 was introduced in 2007.

First, opponents of publicly-funded school choice programs argue that they drain students and resources away from public schools.\textsuperscript{43} Public schools would lose funding, making it even harder for every student to receive an education.\textsuperscript{44} Furthermore, the brightest students would be lured to the private sector, leaving under-funded public schools with the most challenging students.\textsuperscript{45}

Proponents of school choice disagree, arguing that the threat of losing students and funds would actually motivate schools to excel.\textsuperscript{46} Furthermore, proponents point out that any lost funding corresponds proportionally to the number of students leaving the public school system through vouchers; thus, although funding may decrease, so does the number of students the school is expected to educate.\textsuperscript{47} Finally, most public schools currently sort students through ability-tracking, which has the same "draining" effect on classrooms within the school.\textsuperscript{48} Thus, the effect of choice on public schools, at least according to advocates, would actually make a leaner, more focused public school system.\textsuperscript{49}
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Second, opponents argue that school choice would create social inequality.\(^{50}\) The socially advantaged, as a result of better behavior and better test scores, would be accepted at better private schools while the underprivileged would toil in inadequate public schools.\(^{51}\) Proponents counter that the current system causes such inequality, as only the upper-class can afford private schools.\(^{52}\) Publicly-funded school choice would provide everyone with the options now available only to the wealthy.\(^{53}\)

Third, opponents worry that choice and the free-market would lead to the “race academies” of the 1950s and 1960s, providing an avenue for segregation.\(^{54}\) However, the current system, drawn by housing lines influenced by Jim Crow laws, is not very integrated.\(^{55}\) Proponents hope everyone, regardless of race, would seek the best education, and thereby voluntarily desegregate.\(^{56}\) Should issues arise, specific legislation, such as admission lotteries, Title VII, and Title IX could combat problems.\(^{57}\)

Fourth, opponents theorize that school choice undermines democratic control.\(^{58}\) This is because many students would be attending schools that are not directly operated by the government, and thus educational decisions in those schools would not be for the people, by the people.\(^{59}\) Proponents concede this could occur if government control were completely eliminated from education.\(^{60}\) However, with school choice programs, the government retains influence over education through control measures, such as graduation requirements, which would ensure schools represent the population.\(^{61}\)
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Fifth, opponents believe that publicly-funded school choice is a front for advancing religion. Proponents, in short, argue freedom of religion is a fundamental right of every citizen. Thus, parents should be able to choose a religious education as their private choice.

Sixth, opponents worry that parents may make educational decisions for the wrong reasons, such as athletics, social motivations, or geographical preferences. However, proponents argue that parents should know a child’s educational needs better than the government.

With this backdrop, SB 10, the Georgia Special Needs Scholarship Act, landed in the Georgia Senate on January 10, 2007. The bill’s sponsors, Senator Eric Johnson (R-lst) and Representative David Casas (R-103rd) based the Georgia Special Needs Scholarship Act on the McKay Scholarship Program in Florida.

The McKay Scholarship Program

The McKay Scholarship Program allows the parents of students with disabilities who are dissatisfied with the student’s progress to choose another public school or a private school. Participating students must have a disability documented by an individual education plan. Students with disabilities include kindergarten through twelfth grade students who are mentally handicapped, speech and language impaired, deaf or hard of hearing, visually impaired, dual sensory impaired, physically impaired, emotionally handicapped, specific language disabled, hospitalized or homebound,
or autistic. To be eligible, the student also must have spent the prior year in attendance at a Florida public school without making satisfactory progress. The parent must then notify the Department of Education at least sixty days prior to the first scholarship payment disbursement.

A student has the option of choosing the public school recommended by the present school, in which case the district will provide transportation. The student may also choose an adjacent school district, private non-sectarian school, or private sectarian school, in which case the district does not have to provide transportation. With either option, the student may request to take statewide assessment tests, in which case the original district must provide locations and times for testing.

Participating private schools must demonstrate fiscal soundness by being in operation for the previous three years or by "obtaining a surety bond or letter of credit for the amount equal to the scholarship funds for any quarter . . . ." After notifying the department of its intent to participate, the private school must comply with the antidiscrimination provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 2000, state and local health and safety laws, and the general laws regulating private schools. Teachers must have a baccalaureate degree or higher or have three years teaching experience, "or have special skills, knowledge, or expertise that qualifies them to provide instruction in subjects taught."

Ultimately, the school is academically accountable to the parent for meeting the educational needs of the student.

The student may receive as tuition the lesser of the calculated amount for educational costs or the private school's tuition and
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fees. The Department of Education will transfer the entitled funds quarterly from the General Revenue funds to the private school. As the checks can only be endorsed to the school, checks are made payable to the parent but sent to the private school.

Adopting much of the same language and policy of Florida's McKay Scholarship, SB 10 began its progression through the Georgia legislature.

**Bill Tracking**

**Consideration by the Senate**

SB 10 was first read in the Senate on January 10, 2007. It then went to the Senate Education and Youth Committee, which made a number of changes. First, the committee expanded the category of schools eligible to receive funds. The committee's amendment replaced "eligible private schools," as the only entity to receive scholarship students, with "participating school," which includes non-resident public school systems, private schools, and schools for the deaf and blind. Throughout the bill, "private school" was replaced with "participating school."

In defining the term "participating schools," the committee tightened requirements so that the participating school must have a physical location in Georgia, in order to prevent out-of-state schools or online educational programs from receiving voucher money.

The committee also reduced the scholarship amount to exclude federal funding. Thus, under the committee substitute, the resident school system retains all federal funding, and only the state-based
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special education funding follows the student.\(^9\) This structure was intended to allow local schools to have more resources but less responsibility, as a school would receive federal funds for all of the scholarship students even though those students would actually attend other schools.\(^9\)

The Committee reported favorably on the bill and it was sent to the Senate floor to be read for the third time and a Senate vote.\(^9\) During the floor debate, Senator Eric Johnson (R-1st) offered an amendment, which was adopted, to require participating private schools to comply with all “state law[s] applicable to private school.”\(^9\)

A number of other proposed amendments were rejected. The second Senate floor amendment sought to establish a maximum scholarship amount of $17,000, equivalent to twice the cost of the educational program as calculated under Code section 20-2-161.\(^9\) The third Senate floor amendment sought to require the resident school system to be responsible for transportation to and from the participating school.\(^9\) The fourth Senate floor amendment would have required the state to pay the resident school district as if the student remained enrolled and to also pay the scholarship to the private school, thereby doubling the budget for special education.\(^9\)

The fifth floor amendment, which also failed, would have explicitly limited school choice to “the area of special needs children.”\(^9\) Thus, the Act leaves open the possibility for school choice expansion.\(^9\)

After the debate, the Senate passed the bill by a 31 to 23 vote.\(^10\)
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Consideration by the House

The Act was first read in the House on February 1, 2007.101 The second reading was the following day, February 2, 2007.102 The bill was then referred to the House Committee on Education.103

At the Committee meeting, Senator Eric Johnson (R-1st) and Representative David Casas (R-103rd) introduced Patricia Levesque, who as an education policy advisor helped draft the McKay Scholarship for Governor Bush in Florida.104 She explained the current statistics behind scholarship recipients in Florida: 20% are diagnosed as the most disabled, 40% qualify for free or reduced lunch, 50% are minority and 50% use the scholarship at a sectarian school.105 However, less than 5% of eligible students use the scholarship.106

The Committee made several changes to the bill. The first change was to add Code section 20-2-2118, requiring the Office of Student Achievement to report to the General Assembly on the scholarship program.107 The second change redefined "participating school" to include only private schools; however, it also added Code section 20-2-2113, which allows special needs students to attend other public schools.108 Thus, the basic schema remained unchanged, allowing special needs students to use scholarships to attend another public school or a private, sectarian, or nonsectarian school.

There was also debate over how disabilities that are "treatable" would be handled. If a student progressed to a point where she could no longer be classified as disabled, should the child be allowed to
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continue in the program? In response to the issue, the House Committee on Education changed the language stating a student "shall have" a disability to a student "has" a disability, in order to qualify for a scholarship. Theoretically, the present tense verb "has" would require the child to be presently disabled, so if a child progressed past the disability then the child would no longer qualify. Though seemingly simple, psychologists are uncertain if a person can no longer be disabled. According to the committee's language, students must be diagnosed as special needs and remain special needs to retain the scholarship, but whether the state can stop funding a particular scholarship because the student is no longer "special needs" will likely be debated in the future.

Next, the committee decided to retain the requirement that participating schools have a physical location in Georgia because legislators wanted to keep Georgia money in Georgia.

In its fourth change, intended to ensure private school accountability, the House Subcommittee on Education added that participating schools must employ teachers who hold a bachelor's degree or higher or have at least three years experience in education or health. The committee further required the school to provide parents with the teacher's credentials annually, and authorized the Department of Education to require participating schools to fill out a compliance form, which requests pertinent information in regards to implementing the Act.

Though not expressed in a change to the Act, a primary concern of the Act's opponents was how much money the scholarship would
cost the state. Senator Johnson compared the Georgia scholarship to Florida’s McKay scholarship and noted that in Florida the average scholarship is $6117. Georgia should average about $9000 per scholarship. More importantly, the public school system will keep all federal funds for the child, even though the child has left the public school, and only the state funds allocated under the FTE funding matrix will follow the student.

After the subcommittee made the changes, the bill was read in the House for the third time on April 20, 2007, and passed that day. The Senate adopted the House Subcommittee on Education’s substitute version the same day.

The Act

As passed, the Act creates the Georgia Special Needs Scholarship Act. A student qualifies for a scholarship if the student has one or more of the listed disabilities which prompted the creation of an Individualized Education Program (IEP) at the public school. The scholarship student must also have resided in Georgia for the previous year and attended a Georgia public school for the previous year. “The only way” a student can get a special needs scholarship is by being enrolled in a public school for at least one year and having an IEP for that year.

After accepting a scholarship, the parent assumes full financial responsibility for educating the child, including transportation, and waives all rights under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1400. Having parents responsible for
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transportation is one of the "biggest negatives" of the Act, but parents are still able to choose between public schools with free transportation or private schools without it. The scholarship may be used until the student returns to his or her assigned school, graduates from high school, or reaches the age of twenty-one, whichever occurs first.

Schools wishing to enroll scholarship students must meet a number of requirements, including: a physical location in Georgia; fiscal soundness as demonstrated by one year of operation or a financial audit; compliance with federal anti-discrimination law; compliance with state laws regarding private schools as well as health and safety; parental reports of student achievement; and credentialed teachers with a bachelor's degree or three years experience in education or health. Home schools and residential treatment facilities are not eligible to enroll scholarship students.

Scholarship students enrolled in a participating school will receive either the cost of the educational program that would have been provided under the state funding matrix, minus the federal funds which stay with the resident school, or the amount of the participating school's tuition and fees, whichever is less. Scholarships will be distributed quarterly to the participating school but made out to the parents, who would restrictively endorse the check to the school.

Also, scholarship students may request to take state-wide assessment tests, which the resident public school system must make available. The scores of scholarship students, however, will not affect the average of the resident school system's test scores.

Finally, the Act mandates the Office of Student Achievement to provide the General Assembly with a report including the numbers and demographics of scholarship students, as well as the numbers of participating schools.
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Analysis

Policy

One of the main arguments against the Special Needs Scholarship Act was that it would hurt local public schools by draining students and funds away from them. However, Senator Eric Johnson (R-1st) noted that "local school systems will end up with more dollars for fewer students" because the federal funds would stay in the local district, while the special needs students would leave. As further proof that the Act does not hurt local school districts, Senator Johnson reiterated that this Act does not take local property tax dollars from the schools, relying instead on state funds.

Senator Johnson also addressed the argument that the Act will cause greater racial and economic stratification in schools by pointing out that the wealthy already have options, such as attending private schools, moving to a different district, or hiring attorneys to challenge an IEP. If Georgia's numbers mirror the McKay Scholarship, 40% of scholarship students will be on free or reduced lunch and 50% will be minority students. Thus, this program is "not for rich white kids."

Transportation was another policy issue. Because the Act explicitly denies transportation funding for scholarship students to and from the participating school, some worry that the urban poor, primarily minorities, will not be able to utilize the scholarship. In response, Senator Chip Rogers (R-21st) stated that even without transportation funding, the state should still improve education when possible: "Why would we say, 'if everybody can't get this particular school then nobody gets it?'" Senator Rogers then related the statistic that 75% of parents using the McKay scholarship in Florida spent "$1000
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or less to have their child educated," thereby implying that the poor, who have the most transportation issues, could find a way to utilize this program.144

Another contentious issue surrounding school choice was the amount of time a student must spend in the public school system.145 Public schools were concerned that students, presently in private schools, would flood back into public school just to get funds to return to private school in compliance with the Act.146 Therefore, public school associations want the time requirement for enrollment in public school to be as short as possible.147 Parents too wanted their child in public school for as short a time as possible because they were unhappy with the education the school provided to begin with.148 Ultimately, the Act said that to be eligible for a scholarship a student has to remain in public school for one full year.149 Representative David Casas (R-103rd) explained that the children need to be in public school for enrollment counts so the state can "appropriate money for every child in the public school."150

Furthermore, because passage of the Act would have been difficult, if not impossible, if it required new funding, it was restricted to redistributing existing funds. In order for this redistribution to occur, students must be counted towards enrollment.151

Opponents also are concerned about requiring parents to forfeit their IDEA rights.152 Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), public schools must make education available to disabled children in the "least restrictive environment appropriate to their individual needs."153 Furthermore, the IDEA guarantees that
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the public school develops an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) for children with disabilities, which details the "specific special education and related services" the child needs.\textsuperscript{154} Most importantly, the IDEA creates a cause of action for parents to sue under if their child is mistreated.\textsuperscript{155} Senator Joseph Carter (R-13th) responded that parents could always return to the public school system to sue for IDEA rights if they were unhappy with private school.\textsuperscript{156}

Opponents are also concerned about "Vouchers-R-Us" schools, fraudulent schools springing into existence to take money without providing education.\textsuperscript{157} However, Patricia Levesque explained that Florida experienced more hesitation from private schools than manipulation because established private schools, which were the main participants, were unaccustomed to taking public funds.\textsuperscript{158} Nonetheless, Florida has experienced manipulations of the McKay Scholarship.\textsuperscript{159} Without strict oversight, it is possible that Georgia's scholarship may similarly fund fraudulent programs.

\textit{Constitutional Issues}

The Special Needs Scholarship Act faces three potential constitutional challenges: Equal Protection, the Establishment Clause, and Article VIII, Section 1, of Georgia's Constitution, which guarantees quality education.

\textit{Equal Protection Challenges}

Senator Nan Orrock (D-36th) summarized one of the main legal concerns during the Senate floor debate: whether "private schools"
can deny students admission "based on nationality, based on their religion, [or] based on their skin color?" Senator Vincent Fort (D-39th) reiterated those concerns by saying that it was his understanding that laws regarding racial discrimination would apply to private schools, while laws concerning gender, religion, and even disability would not be protected under the Act. For that reason, he could not support it.

Senator Orrock and Senator Fort fear that the scholarship could be used to recreate the race academies of the 1950s. That is not its intent—as Senator Johnson pointed out, this program is "not for rich white kids." If challenged, a court would likely apply rational basis review, which is a low level of scrutiny, because the scholarship is not facially discriminatory. Under a rational basis analysis, the court must ask whether the government act is a rational means through which the government is pursuing a legitimate objective. Deference is generally given to the government action when this test is used. In this case, the government’s purpose of educating special needs children provides the legitimate objective required under rational basis scrutiny. Additionally, this program is likely a rational means to pursuing that objective because scholarships are available for any student, regardless of race, with special needs. Therefore, while individual schools could be sued for discrimination, it is unlikely that the entire Act will be invalidated as a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.

Establishment Clause Challenges

In Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, the United States Supreme Court held that a publicly-funded school choice program can include
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161. Id. at 2 hr., 9 min., 20 sec. (remarks by Sen. Vincent Fort (D-39th)).
162. Id. at 1 hr., 16 min., 40 sec. (remarks by Sen. Eric Johnson (R-1st)).
163. McDaniel v. Thomas, 248 Ga. 632, 638 (Ga. 1981) (applying rational basis to the school funding system, even though it had a negative impact on wealth-poor counties, because it was not facially racially based).
164. Id.
165. See generally id.
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religious schools, providing the program is of "true private choice."167 The Ohio school choice program in Zelman entailed scholarships paid directly to the private schools while requiring the parent’s restrictive endorsement; the Georgia Scholarship follows the same "straw man" arrangement, where the parents serve as a "straw man" to accept the funds, so the private religious schools do not receive them directly.168 Therefore, the Act seemingly complies with federal jurisprudence regarding school choice payments and the Establishment Clause.

However, the Georgia Blaine Amendment, which is the state constitutional provision mirroring the Establishment Clause, is much more restrictive.169 Georgia’s Blaine Amendment states, “[n]o money shall ever be taken from the public treasury, directly or indirectly, in aid of any church, sect, cult, or religious denomination or of any sectarian institution.”170

Governor Sonny Perdue, in his Faith and Family Services movement, recognized that Georgia’s Blaine amendment prevents the inclusion of sectarian institutes in school choice: “vouchers would still be constitutional in Georgia as long as they are not used in Parochial Schools.”171 In addition, the Georgia Attorney General has long recognized that the Blaine Amendment is intended to have a stronger application than the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.172 Furthermore, the Georgia Attorney General advised the Legislature that the Georgia Supreme Court would likely consider a contract for services between a public elementary or secondary school and a nonpublic sectarian school unconstitutional.173

169. GA. CONST. art. I, § 2, para. 7.
170. Id.
Despite the warnings, Senator Johnson advanced the Act in reliance on the existence of Florida’s McKay Scholarship Program. Furthermore, the Act could be supported by the United States Supreme Court’s analysis in Zelman.176

Other authority shows that the Florida McKay Scholarship has never been challenged, but other Florida school choice programs have. The Florida Supreme Court struck down another school choice program for violating a provision of the state constitution guaranteeing education, and in so doing, the Florida Supreme Court explicitly refrained from analyzing school choice under the Blaine Amendment.177

However, before Bush v. Holmes reached the Florida Supreme Court, the Florida Court of Appeals did analyze how the Blaine Amendment would constrain school choice in Florida. Like Georgia’s Blaine Amendment, Florida’s Blaine Amendment states, “No revenue of the state or any political subdivision or agency thereof shall ever be taken from the public treasury directly or indirectly in aid of any church, sect, or religious denomination or in aid of any sectarian institution;” thus, as in Georgia, state funds in Florida cannot “directly or indirectly” benefit a sectarian institute. Therefore, how a Florida court addressed the issue of vouchers and separation of church and state may be insightful as to how a Georgia court may decide the issue.

In Bush v. Holmes, Florida’s Governor first advanced a straw man argument similar to the one made in Zelman—that because the voucher checks were made payable to parents, the parents, and not the state, bestow the funds. However, the Florida Court of Appeals rejected this argument because the parents must restrictively endorse the voucher to the school, which causes the state to pay voucher

175. See supra text accompanying notes 160-161.
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177. Id. at 413 (holding that the Court “neither approve[s] nor disapprove[s] the First District’s determination that the OSP violates the ‘no aid’ [Blaine Amendment] provision in article I, section 3 of the Florida Constitution, an issue we decline to reach.”).
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funds indirectly to the school in violation of the Blaine Amendment’s prohibition against “indirect” funding of religious schools.\textsuperscript{181} In Georgia, Representative David Casas, (R-103rd), who co-sponsored and wrote the Act, stated that the money “is being issued to the parent” so a sectarian private school cannot claim a benefit.\textsuperscript{182} Thus, to defend the Georgia Special Needs Scholarship, Georgia would have to make the same straw man funding argument that the Florida court rejected.

In Florida, the Governor additionally argued that the voucher payments were not a benefit to the school at all because they did not fully cover the cost of educating each student.\textsuperscript{183} In essence, the private religious school was actually taking a loss for accepting a student for a price less than the tuition.\textsuperscript{184} The court rejected the “shortfall” argument because the school still received financial support, which by nature advances the school and its religious educational components.\textsuperscript{185} No such dialogue ensued in the SB 10 debates.

In all likelihood, the Act violates the Georgia Blaine Amendment because it provides an indirect benefit to sectarian schools: even though the sectarian schools receive funding through the parents, the schools still receive thousands of dollars in tuition from the state, which may be considered an indirect benefit.\textsuperscript{186} Nonetheless, school choice supporters may benefit from any decision rendered by the courts about the Georgia Blaine Amendment. If the Act is challenged and withstands scrutiny, the power behind the Blaine Amendment will have been significantly weakened. On the other hand, if the Act violates the Blaine Amendment, Governor Perdue’s Faith Based Initiative to repeal the Blaine Amendment will gain new momentum.\textsuperscript{187} If the Act is found to violate the Blaine Amendment, it may be seen as a defeat to
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special needs children, and would serve as the impetus for repealing the Amendment.\footnote{188}

Thus, the Act complies with Federal Establishment Clause jurisprudence, but state requirements are much more restrictive. The straw man scheme will likely be ruled as "indirect" aid because the tuition dollars, which will be a great benefit to the schools, go from the state to the sectarian school. Even though the Act provides that "the scholarship program established in this article is for the valid secular purpose of tailoring a student’s education to that student’s specific needs and enabling families to make genuine and independent private choices," the scholarships are still indirect aid to sectarian schools.\footnote{189} If challenged, the decision will either weaken the Blaine amendment or strengthen the movement to repeal that amendment.

\textit{Georgia Constitution, Article VIII, Section 1, Paragraph 1}

A final legal challenge may arise under another provision of the Georgia Constitution. Article VIII, section 1, paragraph 1 states:

The provision of an adequate public education for the citizens shall be a primary obligation of the State of Georgia. Public education for the citizens prior to the college or postsecondary level shall be free and shall be provided for by taxation. The expense of other public education shall be provided for in such manner and in such amount as may be provided by law.\footnote{190}

School choice opponents could claim that by financing private education the state shirks its "primary obligation" to provide adequate public education by relinquishing control to the private schools.\footnote{191} However, school choice would not deny any student an adequate, free education provided by taxes because, although the
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child would voluntarily leave a public school, the public school would still be ready, willing, and able to accept a returning student.

If the "waiting-in-the-wings" argument failed, the Act could be defended by arguing the Georgia Constitution provides a floor and not a ceiling for educational policy development. In 1981, the Georgia Supreme Court addressed the legislature's authority to alter education under article VIII, in McDaniel v. Thomas. In McDaniel, a group of parents brought a claim alleging that the existing system of financing public education deprived their children of an "adequate education" in contradiction of article VIII, section 1, paragraph 1. The financing system allowed local school districts to contribute additional funds to education through local property taxes, and, as some school districts received more taxes, a disparity arose. The court rejected plaintiff's claim that the state failed to provide an adequate education. The court reasoned that the Constitution obligates imposing a tax for the maintenance of public education and that the education be adequate, but there is not an express obligation to provide equalized educational opportunities. "The 'adequate education' provisions of the constitution do not restrict local school districts from doing what they can to improve educational opportunities within the district, nor do they require the state to equalize educational opportunities between districts."

Under McDaniel's reasoning, a publicly-funded school choice program would not have to be uniform because the constitution establishes a floor, not a ceiling. This leaves the legislature free to enact programs providing non-uniform, but better than adequate, education.

---
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Conclusion

Senator Eric Johnson (R-1st) compares this Act to other state programs, which technically function like vouchers: HOPE scholarships, the G.I. Bill, Medicaid, food stamps, and public housing. But whatever the future of the Act may be, parents of special needs children in Georgia now have an option for educating their children.
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